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Grid View
When you invite people to your grid, they will visit the “pinned” topic of the Grid. This 

makes it easy for students to know exactly what they should be focused on when they land 

on your grid. Visitors will still be able to navigate to other topics on the grid using 

the drop down menu below the Grid Cover Image.

For whatever Topic is shown in 
the top drop down menu, Here is 

were you will see the Topic 
Prompt and Focus displayed. 

Use the drop down menu to explore 
other Topics that are the Grid.

When ready to add a response to the Topic, 
click the green button with the white plus 

to open up the Flipgrid camera and prepare 
to add your magical voice!
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Turn on Dark Mode and Click the three 
dots or your name for more Grid actions



Adding Responses
You have two options when adding a response to a Topic. Record a response using your 

device’s camera or upload a previously saved video from a file. Either way follows the 

same basic steps.

bit.ly/flipgridcamera

Remember to add a response always start with 
the green button with the white plus sign. 

Clicking this will open the Flipgrid Camera. 

There is sooo much more to the new Flipgrid 

camera than just opening it and making a 

recording. Luckily our good friend Mike 

Mohammad put together a great 

supplementary guide to help everyone dive 

deeper and get familiar with all the 

features that are built into it. If you want 

to check out just the basics we recommend 

starting with pages  4, 5 and 8.

and watching the videos Mike 

created and put in this MixTape 

flipgrid.com/+flipgridcamera.

Click the record button to begin to recording 
your response using your device’s camera or 

use the photo button to import a video file,
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http://bit.ly/flipgridcamera
https://flipgrid.com/+flipgridcamera


      

Guides for Students
Our good friend Claudio Zavala Jr. 

created a recording guide for students 

as they record their video responses. He 

recommends laminating these posters 

and using a whiteboard marker to write 

the Flip Code so that the poster can be 

used again and again.  

Scan the QR code or follow the link 

below to get a printable copy of this 

guide.
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You can also find these flowchart directions for students in 
the Creator’s Guide to Flipgrid! bit.ly/flipgridcamera 

bit.ly/33DYIRs

http://www.twitter.com/ClaudioZavalaJr
http://bit.ly/flipgridcamera
https://iamclaudius.com/resources/



